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A/"*-- L01#$ A'("#/0, #$2#%($*&- !(*!+(- have increasingly demanded that 
nation-states respect their culturally speci3c forms of governance and justice ad-
ministration. Such demands form an essential part of their claims for autonomy 
and respect for their collective rights. As well as constituting a central aspect 
of indigenous peoples’ identity, the existence of community-based systems of 
law re4ects their lack of access to o5cial justice systems, which systematically 
discriminate against them and fail to guarantee their fundamental rights.

In this article I will outline recent processes of legal “recognition” of in-
digenous justice systems, identifying the main issues of contention, advances, 
and challenges. Drawing on examples from Guatemala, Mexico, Ecuador, and 
Bolivia, I point to some of the innovative ways indigenous peoples are strength-
ening and revitalizing their justice practices, and then consider the broader 
implications of recent developments for politics and law in the region. 

MULTICULTURAL RECOGNITION OF LEGAL PLURALISM

Since the early 1990s, “multicultural” or “pluricultural” reforms to Latin Ameri-
can constitutions have increasingly favored the o5cial recognition of legal plu-
ralism (the existence of more than one legal order in the same space) and have 
created special jurisdictions of indigenous law.1 Legal recognition of indigenous 
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justice has been a marked feature of constitutional reforms in the Andean region.2 
Colombia was the 3rst country to approve a new constitution recognizing legal 
pluralism in 1991, followed by Peru (1993), Bolivia (1994), Ecuador (1998) and 
Venezuela (1999). 7e new constitutions of Ecuador (2008) and Bolivia (2009) 
went further than previous multicultural formulations, declaring that henceforth 
these states would be based on principles of ethnic pluralism and “plurination-
alism.” All of the Andean constitutional reforms recognize indigenous justice 
systems and the jurisdictional autonomy of indigenous authorities, (i.e., their 
right to administer justice in their own territories). However, even in countries 
such as Mexico or Guatemala where constitutional formulations for recogniz-
ing legal pluralism are relatively weak, there has been a growing acceptance in 
recent years of indigenous peoples’ right to exercise their own forms of dispute 
resolution within their communities. Such shifts re4ect trends in international 
development thinking that view non-state justice systems as an important factor 
in increasing access to justice for marginalized populations.3 

Prior to these constitutional reforms, the legacy of colonialism and racism 
meant that indigenous law was marginalized or even criminalized by states. Cur-
rent changes are a result of years of lobbying by indigenous peoples’ organiza-
tions that have defended their own forms of law (derecho propio) as an essential 
element of their collective indigenous identities. State policies of recognition in 
Latin America have been profoundly in4uenced by new international human 
rights instruments, in particular the 1989 International Labor Organization’s 
Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries and 
the United Nations’ Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (adopted 
by the General Assembly in 2007). As result, over the course of the last 20 years 
jurisprudence has emerged in some Latin American states and increasingly within 
the inter-American system of human rights that supports the rights of indigenous 
peoples to exercise their own forms of government and law in what are e8ectively 
semi-autonomous areas within existing nation-states.4 Yet while international 
law has turned “indigenous peoples” into a category which transcends national 
boundaries, the ways in which indigenous people understand their own forms 
of law and government and the nature of their claims to autonomy are highly 
dependent on speci3c histories and contexts.5

THE REVITALIZATION OF INDIGENOUS LAW

Prevailing ideas about indigenous justice systems tend to assume a correspon-
dence between ethnicity and law. In some ways this echoes earlier perspectives in 
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legal anthropology, which understood legal pluralism as a multiplicity of di8er-
ent legal orders, each belonging to a distinct “tribe” or ethnic group. However, 
contemporary anthropological research has repeatedly pointed to the ways in 
which ethnic identities, indigenous conceptions of justice, and the boundaries 
between subaltern and dominant 
forms of law are, in practice, pro-
duced and negotiated through mul-
tiple encounters and interactions between individuals, groups, institutions, and 
national and transnational legal orders.6 Contemporary international law invokes 
notions of authenticity and pre-colonial continuity to justify indigenous peoples’ 
special collective rights. Yet when speci3c identities are recognized through law, 
ethnic frontiers are e8ectively reinscribed, strengthening certain constructions 
of traditional and indigenous. In other words, law itself contributes to de3ning 
the “authentically indigenous.”7 Such processes can reinforce indigenous identi-
ties, but they can also reinforce power inequalities within communities—for 
example, by entrenching stereotypes of “traditional” gender roles which limit 
women’s participation in community authority structures. 7ey can also limit 
the legitimacy of hybrid, mobile identities which characterize many forms of 
indigenous “being-in-the-world” today: paradigms of legal recognition often 
tend to associate and “3x” indigenous people with rural forms of territoriality 
based on the exploitation of agriculture or natural resources, when in fact nearly 
50 percent of Latin America’s indigenous people live in urban areas and many 
are transnational migrants.

Some authors have alleged that the normative frameworks associated with 
paradigms of liberal multiculturalism oblige indigenous peoples to continuously 
demonstrate and perform their authenticity.8 According to these critiques, indig-
enous identities and legal forms end up responding to hegemonic expectations 
and de3nitions of what constitutes indigeneity. However, recent research in Latin 
America has pointed to the complex ways in which indigenous norms and prac-
tices are being renegotiated through intra- and intercultural dialogues, and has 
explored the impacts of these processes of dialogue on individual and collective 
identities.9 For example, the recognition of indigenous jurisdiction in Colombia 
has led indigenous organizations to create new secondary tier “courts of appeal,” 
which provide a means for redress for members of communities dissatis3ed with 
the decisions of their own communal authorities. Such innovative mechanisms 
constitute spaces for the emergence of new intercultural forms of legal discourse 
and practice, or interlegality.10 7e shift toward o5cial policies of recognition 
has led to a revitalization of indigenous justice systems in many communities 

Law itself contributes to defining 
the “authentically indigenous.”
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and regions. 7ese continue to incorporate a range of elements, most recently 
including international human rights discourse. For example, in Santa Cruz del 
Quiché, Guatemala, K’iche’ community activists have reinstituted the alcaldía 
indígena, a supracommunal coordination of indigenous communal authorities 
which ceased to function during the worst years of the armed con4ict. Today 
the alcaldía works to mediate disputes and reduce the incidence of lynchings 
of suspected criminals, drawing on discourses about Mayan identity but also 
paradigms of universal human rights and the collective rights of indigenous 
peoples.11 Among more isolated lowland indigenous populations, particularly 
in the Amazon basin, justice systems were historically less a8ected by o5cial law 
due to the minimal presence of state justice authorities. However, in recent years, 
indigenous autonomy in these regions has been seriously threatened by outside 
actors such as migrant settlers and by the intrusion of national and international 
companies seeking to exploit natural resources. Indigenous justice systems have 
had to adapt to these threats to group existence and have often championed a 
discourse of rights as part of their defensive strategies.12 

While strategic and identity discourses deployed by indigenous movements 
may depict indigenous justice systems as millenarian or static distillations of 
distinct cultural worldviews wholly separate from dominant forms of law, they 
are in fact highly dynamic and, invariably, internally contested. Not only do 
the norms, authorities, and practices of indigenous justice systems re4ect the 
changing relationship of indigenous peoples with dominant society, but they 
also re4ect changes and tensions within indigenous communities and move-
ments themselves on issues such as gender roles. For example, while before the 
armed con4ict all members of the alcaldía indígena in Santa Cruz del Quiché 
were men, today some women have been selected as alcaldes, and issues of gen-
der discrimination are slowly beginning to be addressed, or at least broached 
within community decision-making processes. 7is is, in part, a consequence 
of indigenous women’s participation in Mayan social movements throughout 
the country, but also of demands within indigenous communities that women’s 
dignity and physical integrity be respected. In Chiapas, Mexico, the Zapatista 
autonomous municipalities have developed local councils (consejos de honor) that 
apply “Zapatista justice,” challenging the Mexican state’s monopoly on the rule 
of law by providing accessible forms of dispute resolution for both Zapatista 
and non-Zapatista communities. Such justice practices re4ect the debates and 
tensions around gender roles that have been such a marked characteristic of 
the Zapatista movement.13 Constitutional and international recognition have 
certainly encouraged a renaissance of community-based forms of law in some 
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contexts. But in others, factors such as migration, religious conversion, and the 
in4uence of national political parties mean that indigenous communal authority 
and non-state forms of law have all but disappeared. Nonetheless, the revival 
of indigenous law and its defense by indigenous rights activists is challenging 
existing paradigms of legality across the region.

INTERLEGAL COORDINATION IN LATIN AMERICA

An overriding concern in Latin America in recent years has been how to coordi-
nate o5cial and indigenous justice systems in order to guarantee fundamental 
human rights while simultaneously ensuring indigenous peoples’ rights to exer-
cise their jurisdictional autonomy.14 A number of bills have been drafted to this 
end, though few have become law. Controversies have centered on the appro-
priate limits of the personal, material, and territorial jurisdiction of indigenous 
law—to whom, where, and to what kinds of disputes it should apply.15 Also 
at issue are the kinds of dispute resolution procedures deployed by indigenous 
communities. Policy makers and indigenous representatives have debated the 
kinds of secondary or appeal mechanisms that should exist to adjudicate con4icts 
between di8erent indigenous jurisdictions, or between indigenous law and state 
law. However, instead of opening a debate on the nature of national legal systems 
as a whole, national elites have tended to focus narrowly on the compatibility 
of indigenous justice practices with accepted constitutional and human rights 
norms. 7is has led critics of multicultural reforms to ask whether e8orts at 
coordination amount to little more than an attempt to subordinate indigenous 
justice forms to the hegemonic paradigms of liberal legality. 

DUE PROCESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS GUARANTEES

Intercultural debates about what constitutes “due process” have been particularly 
contentious—for example, whether indigenous law provides adequate protec-
tions for those accused of wrongdoing.16 Another highly controversial issue is the 
nature, severity, and interpretation of the sanctions applied within indigenous 
justice systems. Typically, these range from monetary 3nes to physical punish-
ments such as ritual whippings, communal work, short periods of detention, 
and even the expulsion of individuals and their families from their communities 
of residence. 7ose opposed to the recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights 
have argued that granting autonomy to community-based justice will lead to 
the sanctioning of torture and other practices that constitute violations of hu-
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man rights.17

Such criticisms tend to assume that indigenous law is somehow 3xed or 
immutable, yet it is clear that the act of recognition by both the state and inter-
national rights organizations is profoundly changing the nature of indigenous 
justice systems. For example, García Serrano’s work in Ecuador shows how some 
communities have taken measures to limit the severity of physical punishments 
of wrongdoers by reducing the number of lashes applied or developing alterna-
tive sanctions to corporal punishment.18 

At the same time, however, reports from other places have indicated a 
hardening of sanctions in response to perceptions of growing citizen insecurity 
and an increase in common crime a8ecting indigenous communities, includ-

ing a tendency to use tougher 
forms of corporal punishment 
against supposed delinquents.19 
In addition, given the inability 
of the national judicial systems 

to guarantee justice and security for the majority of the population (particularly 
the poor), violent and arbitrary acts such as lynchings have also occurred in 
response to the perceived increase in crime across the region.20 Such collective 
acts of vigilante violence are not indigenous law. To the contrary, available evi-
dence indicates that where indigenous justice systems are strong, the incidence 
of such arbitrary violence is low. However, indigenous law may also re4ect wider, 
dominant trends of being tough on crime as governments across the region 
champion policies that are increasingly restrictive of human rights.

GENDER DISCRIMINATION AND GENDER VIOLENCE

Concerns have been expressed that the granting of autonomy for indigenous 
law could reinforce gender inequalities and patriarchal forms of domination 
within indigenous communities. Indigenous women’s organizations across 
Latin America have generally rejected this counter-positioning of collective 
indigenous rights and women’s rights and have fought to secure protection for 
their rights as women at the same time as supporting claims for the recognition 
of their peoples’ collective rights to exercise jurisdiction over their own a8airs. 
For example, a successful campaign by Quichua women in highland Ecuador 
secured two important articles in the 2008 constitution: Article 57 guarantees 
the right of indigenous peoples to “create, develop and practice their own forms 
of law or customary law, which cannot restrict constitutional rights, especially 

W h e r e  i n d i g e n o u s  j u s t i c e 
systems are strong, the incidence 
o f  a r b i t r a r y  v i o l e n c e  i s  l o w. 
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of women, girls, boys and adolescents,” and Article 171 of the constitution 
states, “7e authorities of indigenous communities, peoples and nationalities 
shall exercise jurisdictional functions, based on their ancestral traditions and 
their own forms of law within their territories, with guarantees for women’s 
participation and decision-making.”

While women undoubtedly continue to be discriminated against within 
both o5cial and indigenous legal systems, recent research indicates that they 
are playing an important role in transforming community-based justice systems. 
Indigenous women’s organizations are working to increase female participation 
in community decision-making processes and to ensure that women have access 
to e8ective forms of defense and reparation within community-based forms 
of justice.21 7e in4uence of NGOs and indigenous social movements has led 
to new practices in some communities that seek to address intrafamilial vio-
lence, marital disputes, and unwanted pregnancies.22 Innovations have traveled 
across national boundaries: the Zapatistas’ women’s charter was an important 
inspiration to indigenous women across the continent as it set forth women’s 
decision-making autonomy as a key aspect of indigenous autonomy.23 In the 
Andes and in Guatemala, community charters have been drafted that outline 
general principles for dispute resolution, including the need to balance men’s and 
women’s rights and obligations and to guarantee mutual respect.24 7e outcomes 
of such attempts to address gender inequalities remain uncertain. However, they 
do show that indigenous legal systems are dynamic and constantly evolving, 
and that it is perfectly possible to combine respect for the legal autonomy of 
indigenous peoples with human rights. 

INDIGENOUS JUSTICE AND BELIEF SYSTEMS

7e coordination of indigenous justice systems and state law also raises more 
complex issues surrounding indigenous belief systems. Understandings about 
causality and the appropriate measures that should be taken to resolve disputes 
vary enormously according to cultural context. Among indigenous peoples, 
wrongdoing may be interpreted as a result of illness or even witchcraft—all 
requiring remedial actions that may be very di8erent from those prescribed in 
the state judicial system. 

A controversy among the Nasa people in the department of Cauca, Colom-
bia, signaled some of the tensions between state and indigenous prescriptions 
for justice. When male indigenous authorities applied traditional puri3cation 
rituals to a rapist, claiming his actions were the result of sickness, many women 
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within the community thought the treatment was too lenient and called instead 
for the man to be sent to the state justice system for punishment.25 While this 
case highlights intracommunal di8erences of interpretation, it also signals some 
of the broader challenges inherent in the recognition of indigenous justice sys-
tems. As García Serrano notes:

The relationship between [indigenous peoples’ justice systems] 
and supernatural forces, superstitions and beliefs, myths and the 
interpretation of dreams give the former a complex character. In fact 
indigenous people do not distinguish between the legal order and other 
social and cultural orders. For them there is only one reality and neither 
is there [necessarily] a distinction between the action of political-legal 
authorities and religious authorities.26

While this observation may not hold true for all indigenous communities or 
peoples, it does question the extent to which the di8erent belief systems that 
exist within complex legal pluralities are commensurable and warns us against 
any simple assumptions that di8erent legal systems in Latin America will even-
tually converge. 

PLURINATIONAL STATES: BEYOND PARADIGMS OF RECOGNITION?

7e Ecuadorian constitution of 2008 and the Bolivian constitution of 2009 go 
well beyond previous constitutional formulations for the recognition of indig-
enous law. Both recognize the autonomy of indigenous jurisdictions, explicitly 
stating that these have parity with traditional state jurisdictions. 7is is in line 
with the professed intentions of their drafters to “decolonize” their respective 
nation-states rather than simply to recognize indigenous law within existing legal 
frameworks (a formulation which had e8ectively made indigenous law subor-
dinate to non-indigenous state law). Article 179 of the Bolivian constitution 
states that ordinary jurisdiction and “Indigenous Native Campesino jurisdiction” 
(Jurisdicción Indígena Originaria Campesina) enjoy equal status. A new law of the 
judiciary establishing legal pluralism as the basis of the national justice system 
was approved in June 2010. It mandated reform of the legal system to re4ect 
the plurinational nature of the state and to guarantee the rights of indigenous 
peoples and nations to self-determination, autonomy, and self-government as 
set out in the constitution, ILO 169, and the UN Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples.27 

A law of coordination (ley de deslinde jurisdiccional), approved in Bolivia 
in December 2010, establishes the mechanisms for “coordination, cooperation 
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and complementarity” between the di8erent forms of law, and commits the 
state to strengthening indigenous law and guaranteeing equality and “mutual 
respect” between the di8erent jurisdictions.28 However, indigenous organizations 
in Bolivia criticized the new law for subordinating indigenous law to ordinary 
state law, for example by limiting the exercise of indigenous jurisdiction only to 
rural areas.29 A controversial law was approved in July 2010 that created a new 
“plurinational” constitutional court. 7is court will decide on con4icts between 
the di8erent jurisdictions that make up Bolivia’s new legal system and is sup-
posed to make its decisions on the basis of intercultural deliberations between 
indigenous and non-indigenous judges.30 Initial proposals for parity between 
indigenous and non-indigenous judges were defeated and, in addition, the law 
stipulates that the indigenous magistrates must be quali3ed lawyers, illustrating 
the continuing dominance of hegemonic liberal conceptions of law.

7e Ecuadorian constitution of 2008 recognizes the rights of indigenous 
peoples and nationalities (Article 57) and indigenous jurisdiction (Article 171). 
In 2011 the national congress debated a proposed law of coordination and co-
operation between indigenous law and ordinary law. 7is law, known as the Ley 
Orgánica de Coordinación y Cooperación entre la Justicia Indígena y la Jurisdicción 
Ordinaria, provoked considerable opposition among non-indigenous political 
elites.31 Opponents voiced concern about the kinds of sanctions applied within 
communal indigenous justice systems and how to guarantee constitutional and 
international human rights. Indigenous representatives worried that indig-
enous justice systems would be overly limited by the dominant legal system. 
On the issue of personal and territorial jurisdiction, the Ecuadorian draft law 
proposed that indigenous law could apply to indigenous and non-indigenous 
people, although only within indigenous territories. 7e 2010 ley de deslinde 
in Bolivia went further, establishing that indigenous law can apply to acts that 
a8ect the interests of indigenous peoples, even when those acts are committed 
outside indigenous territories. In both countries, political opposition to the 
exercise of indigenous autonomy rights remains strong, and the new legisla-
tion has yet to be fully tested. But, at least in the Andes, the trend has been 
toward the strengthening of indigenous jurisdictions, establishing their legal-
ity vis-à-vis ordinary jurisdiction in more precise terms. 7is is not the case in 
other countries: in Mexico and Guatemala, for example, the absence of laws of 
coordination means that indigenous authorities continue to operate in a state 
of legal ambiguity without a strong mandate con3rming their legitimate rights 
to exercise their own laws. 
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CONCLUSION

7e adoption of multicultural and plurinational constitutions in Latin America 
represents a profound challenge to the monistic conceptions of law which have 
dominated most of the region’s republics since independence. Legal pluralism 
is now clearly recognized as a feature of many states, even though attitudes 
among legal practitioners and political elites are notoriously slow to change. 
Indigenous peoples have campaigned for decades for their collective rights. 7e 
shift toward legal recognition of their justice systems is, therefore, a signi3cant 
political advance. However, the focus of much debate continues to be on how 
to coordinate di8erent legal systems and ensure that indigenous law upholds 
internationally accepted notions of human rights, rather than how to transform 
political systems and development models in order to guarantee indigenous 
peoples’ collective rights as a whole. 

7e new plurinational constitutions of Ecuador and Bolivia are premised 
on the belief that indigenous forms of self-government are indivisible from 
issues of control over territory, natural resources, and forms of social and eco-
nomic development. Yet the governments of Rafael Correa and Evo Morales 
have continued to clash with indigenous communities over precisely these is-
sues. Indigenous peoples’ claims for the autonomy of their justice systems are 
inextricably linked to their broader claims for political autonomy, land rights, 
and alternative forms of development. Although Latin American states have 
recognized indigenous justice systems to varying degrees, they continue to pursue 
development paths that are highly injurious to indigenous peoples’ rights and 
to their continued survival.
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